OLIVET WINS.

In one of the finest games of the season Olivet beat M. A. C. 6 to 0. Over the boards and seventy roosters with the band accompanied the team to Olivet but the determination of A. C. to win was equal to that of the band. The joke is abroad that the band is a hoodoo but it is hard to believe this has anything to do with the game. Olivet was heavier than M. A. C., as she was last year, and the game was somewhat similar to last year's contest.

During the first half neither side scored but in the last half, while the score was 1 to 0, the home team on a place kick by Wilson. The first touchdown and point was made by Strand f. Grey, and the half was over.

Olivet made a touchdown and goal on an early drive and the half was over. By fierce playing, together with Wilson. The first touchdown and point was made by Strand f. Grey, and the half was over.

Not to throw the roses too lavish­ly, we will pass on to the costumes. Six distinctly different styles of French court costume, period of Louis XV). We will pass on to the costumes. Six distinctly different styles of French court costume, period of Louis XV). The Scotch dress was worn by Mr. Roney, and cost of the day's work is a little more than $1.35. We will pass on to the costumes. Six distinctly different styles of French court costume, period of Louis XV). The Scotch dress was worn by Mr. Roney, and cost of the day's work is a little more than $1.35.

The program follows:

1. Quartet—"Remember now Thy Cre­ater in the days of the Youth," Handel.
10. Trio—"Ronald," Dr. Strum. 
11. Songs of Scotland—"Annie Laurie," Dr. Strong. 

EXCHANGES.

Dartmouth College, according to report, has an abundance of coal and water. Arthur Sherburne Hardy, former­ly a College professor, is now minister to Spain. He is an accom­plished scholar, musician, artist, architect, poet, novelist and teacher.

Massachusetts for a generation has been paying interest annually on her debt to New Hampshire for giving her Webster by sending as many students to Dartmouth as New Hampshire herself. The invest­ment has proved a good one for New Hampshire, and like the English "sconce" valuable chiefly in the fact that it is practically non­payable as to principal and perpetual taxation.—Graveline State Free Press.

The University of Kansas has inaugurated Dr. Frank Strong as Chancellor with fitting ceremonies. Dr. Strong came to Kansas from the University of Oregon and is a Yale alumnus. Dr. Strong has been engaged recently in investigating the feeding of cattle. The advantages are that cattle can be fed without hogs in case of cholera, without considerable loss; that more pounds of beef can be produced per acre with sage, than a larger proportion of the meat produced by feed, that corn may be harvested earlier in the season.

The disadvantages are that a greater acreage of crops other than corn is needed to supplement sage than sorghum corn, that warmer quarters must be provided. The sludge feeding involves more capital and labor.

'92 55w. R. E. Bateson, one of the best wrestlers M. A. C. ever had, is now living in Detroit, hav­ing been in California for two or three years.

'96 J. E. W. Tracy has been appointed as an expert seedman in the department of agriculture, Washing­ton, D. C. He is now conducting experiments in swamp­water seed in Long Island and will start for California and Oregon, where he has a property and seed farm. He has charge of a vegetable variety testing the U. S. department of agriculture.
subside. There were twenty juniors who were two hours late, their enthusiasm did not subside. They were handed awa

**OUR TRIP TO CHICAGO**

It was a jolly party of young men who gathered last Thursday afternoon preparatory to their visit of inspection to...
Prof. Smith spoke at Alaidon and Jackson last week.

Many students have gone home to serve their country at the ballot box.

Dr. and Mrs. Howard Edwards gave a pleasant hallowe'en party in honor of their niece, Miss Marsteller.

The advisability of sending a large delegation to Albion next week for the football game is being considered.

The girls' gymnasia has been extensively refitted throughout. The sides have been wainscoted to a height of several feet from the floor, a visitor's gallery put in on the west side, and the top wall walled with wood.

Messrs. Nelson and Högensen, post-graduate students in horticulture from Utah, are beginning an experiment for their thesis work, for a master's degree. The work consists in forcing plants by sulphuric ether.

The football team on Northwestern field was driven from practice, not long since, by the presence of mosquitoes in large numbers. Excepting a stray traveler sow and then there have not been many of the pests at M. A. C. for some time.

It is reported that Prof. J. J. Ferguson, connected with the College last year, has a position with the Swift Packing Co., Chicago. He is manager of the stock food department and his duties will take him to St. Louis, Kansas City, Omaha, and St. Paul.

Several of the students were at home over Sunday.

Several trees have been cut down to give a better view of the new laboratory.

The rubbish has been cleared away from in front of the new bacteriological laboratory, and walkways have been laid.

The experiment station has finished harvesting its beets, and has shipped to the Lansing factory one hundred and five tons. The varieties average slightly over fifteen tons to the acre.

A car load of twenty-four high grade steers was purchased in Chicago to be used by the experiment station for trial feeding purposes. The feeding tests will consist in the use of various corn products with the object of determining their relative merits as beef producers.

The farm department has bought fifty-nine high grade shropshire lambs of Mr. A. A. Palmer, Orleans, Mich. Three lots of seventeen each have been selected and are being fed by members of the senior class. The object of the work is two-fold, first, to give students an opportunity of performing the actual feeding work in the production of a good grade of mutton. The carcasses will be placed on the Christmas market and the object of the work is to produce quality rather than excessive fatness. The second object is to determine the possibility of our farmers furnishing native lambs of good quality on a short feed for an early market.

The inter-society debates have been indefinitely postponed.

Mr. Harvey, V. M. C. A. secretary, was at the college last week.

The new apparatus for the new bacteriological laboratory is being made ready for use.

Dr. Waterman is making some experiments for the experiment station in treating diseased lambs.

Hon. L. D. Watkins, of Manchester, father of Hon. L. W. Watkins, of the State Board, was on the College grounds Thursday.

Gordon Tower, '02, has brought back from Montana some interesting specimens of lodgepole pine attacked by fungus. Mr. Longyear is engaged in determining the nature of the fungus. Mr. Tower has also brought from the west for the department of forestry seven tools that are used in getting out railroad ties. A hatcher's set which consists of a broad ax, double-bit ax and peeler. The rest are a pickeroon, an ax-pickeroon, a tie lifter and a set of skidding dogs. This last consists of a ring to which are attached five short chains, each furnished with a hook at the end which is driven into the tie which will hold while the tie is dragged along the ground for a short distance. The peeler is like a chisel four inches broad, with a hook on one edge and set into a long handle. The tie lifter is about two feet long and has two spurs extending from the side so that when a tie is struck with it the spurs will hold sufficiently to enable two men, each with one of these tools, to carry the tie to the flume in which the ties are carried down a mountain slope. The pickeroon is made from a common ax, a part of the blade being cut away and the remainder being sharpened into a sharp point. This is used in various places in rolling and handling ties. An ap-pickeroon is made from a double-bit ax, the blade being left on one side for cutting.

While the first team was contesting with the West Saturday, the reserve with Manager Hafenkamp, and Mr. Parrott as referee and umpire were playing at Flint with the mutes.

The trip was a very enjoyable one for all concerned. Dinner was taken at the school with the home team, and the game began at 2:30.

The only touchdown made was by Barstow for M. A. C. The final score being 5 to 0. The line-up for M. A. C. was as follows:

L. E. Smith; L. T. Kay; G. G. Bird; C. Foley; R. G. Mcdonald; R. E. Hahn; Q. Fisher; R. H. Rasmussen; L. H. Barstow; F. Drew; S. Bonsmitter, Roberts.

Lover—A small watch between the Woman's building and Collegeville. Finder please return to library.

The Phi Alpha P. Society of Oliver College and the Ecumenical Society of Albion College are to have a debate January 9th on the question, "Resolved, that the enfranchisement of the negro was hasty and ill advised. Albion has the negative side to defend."

Spalding's Sweaters

Are the only ones to buy if you value appearance and wearing qualities. We have them in Black, Blue, Maroon and White.

$3.75 and $4.50

OUR HAT AND CAP STOCK is the up-to-date one of this city. Nothing but the latest and best find a place here and at prices guaranteed right.

CAN SAVE YOU MONEY ON OVERCOATS and at same time give you a garment of very latest style.

Student patronage solicitad.

Elgin Mifflin.

The Simons Dry Goods Co.

October Sale of

Cloaks, Dry Goods, and Carpets, New Silks, Dress Goods, Trimmings, Kid Gloves, etc.

Special Values in the Suit Department: New Monte Carlo, Norfolk and Blouse Jackets, Norfolk Street Suits, New Walking Skirts.

Special Values in Peau-De-soie Silk Skirts.

M. J. & B. M. Buck.

Neighborhood

Norton's Hardware

Have you a Marquart Steel Range? If not, you certainly have not got the best. Your neighbor has one, ask her about the quality. We have sold a large amount of them and all give satisfaction. Would be pleased to show them to you.

Chas. M. Norton, 111 Washington Ave. S.

The Simons Dry Goods Co.

Spalding's Sweaters

Our HAT and CAP STOCK is the up-to-date one of this city. Nothing but the latest and best find a place here and at prices guaranteed right.

CAN SAVE YOU MONEY ON OVERCOATS and at same time give you a garment of very latest style.

Student patronage solicited.

Elgin Mifflin.

A Horse Laughs

Because his skin, called cordovan, make the finest shoes for men of any known leather.

Close firm grain to keep out dampness, soft and pliable for comfort, while it takes a polish equal to patent leather. Such shoes usually cost $4.50 to $5.00. OUR PRICE IS $3.90 A PAIR.

C. D. Woodbury, Hollister Block.
The debating club meet on Thursday evening. Mr. C. P. Reed, who is a former member of the club, made an interesting speech regarding the need for more discipline in the conduct of the debaters. He pointed out that the voting of the judges was frequently based on such considerations as the quality of the arguments, the clarity of the presentation, and the ability of the debaters to handle challenges effectively. Mr. Reed emphasized that the true value of debate lies in the intellectual stimulation it provides, rather than in the outcome of the contest. He encouraged all members to participate actively and to develop their skills in public speaking and critical thinking. The discussion was lively and engaging, with both sides making strong points and clearly demonstrating the benefits of thoughtful preparation and effective delivery.